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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to implement the requirements for the playback of
media.
What should you do? (Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. Choose all that apply.)
A. Add the following line of code at line MC10.
ptMgr.PlayRequested += SourceRequestHandler;
B. Add the following line of code at line MC05.
ptMgr.SourceRequested += SourceRequestHandler;
C. Add the following line of code at line MC06.
ptMgr.DefauitSourceSelection = false;
D. Add the following line of code at line MC02.
private void ShowPlayTo()
{
Windows.Media.PlayTo.PlayToManager.ShowPlayToUI();
}
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/windows/apps/windows.med
ia.playto.playtomanager.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Solutions Architect is designing the storage layer for a
recently purchased application. The application will be running
on Amazon EC2 instances and has the following layers and
requirements:
- Data layer: A POSIX file system shared across many systems.
- Service layer: Static file content that requires block
storage with
more than 100k IOPS.
Which combination of AWS services will meet these needs?
(Choose two.)
A. Data layer - Amazon EC2 Ephemeral Storage
B. Service layer - Amazon EBS volumes with Provisioned IOPS
C. Service layer - Amazon EC2 Ephemeral Storage
D. Data layer - Amazon EFS
E. Data layer - Amazon S3
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
A\B: S3 is not POSIX file system, it's object based storage.
POSIX file system is to unify the Unix\Linux world so they can
share data. The solution is NFS base file sharing.
D: EBS with PIOPS has max of 80,000 IOPS/instance.
E: Ephemeral has max of 1.6million IOPS.
https://aws.amazon.com/ebs/features/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/storage-opt
imized-instances.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
You work as a CSO (Chief Security Officer) for Tech Perfect
Inc. You have a disaster scenario and you want to discuss it
with your team members for getting appropriate responses of the
disaster. In which of the following disaster recovery tests can
this task be performed?
A. Full-interruption test
B. Parallel test
C. Structured walk-through test
D. Simulation test
Answer: D
Explanation:
A simulation test is a method used to test the disaster
recovery plans. It operates just like a structured walk-through
test. In the simulation test, the members of a disaster
recovery team present with a disaster scenario and then,
discuss on appropriate responses. These suggested responses are
measured and some of them are taken by the team. The range of
the simulation test should be defined carefully for avoiding
excessive disruption of normal business activities. Answer A is
incorrect. The structured walk-through test is also known as
the table-top exercise. In structured walk-through test, the
team members walkthrough the plan to identify and correct
weaknesses and how they will respond to the emergency scenarios

by stepping in the course of the plan. It is the most effective
and competent way to identify the areas of overlap in the plan
before conducting more challenging training exercises. Answer B
is incorrect. A full-interruption test includes the operations
that shut down at the primary site and are shifted to the
recovery site according to the disaster recovery plan. It
operates just like a parallel test. The full-interruption test
is very expensive and difficult to arrange. Sometimes, it
causes a major disruption of operations if the test fails.
Answer C is incorrect. A parallel test includes the next level
in the testing procedure, and relocates the employees to an
alternate recovery site and implements site activation
procedures. These employees present with their disaster
recovery responsibilities as they would for an actual disaster.
The disaster recovery sites have full responsibilities to
conduct the day-to-day organization's business.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Drag and drop the threat-mitigation techniques from the left
onto the types of threat or attack they mitigate on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Double-Tagging attack:In this attack, the attacking computer
generates frames with two 802.1Q tags. The first tag matches
the native VLAN of the trunk port (VLAN 10 in this case), and
the second matches the VLAN of a host it wants to attack (VLAN
20).When the packet from the attacker reaches Switch A, Switch
A only sees the first VLAN 10 and it matches with its native
VLAN 10 so this VLAN tag is removed. Switch A forwards the
frame out all links with the same native VLAN 10. Switch B
receives the frame with an tag of VLAN 20 so it removes this
tag and forwards out to the Victim computer.Note: This attack
only works if the trunk (between two switches) has the same
native VLAN as the attacker.To mitigate this type of attack,
you can use VLAN access control lists (VACLs, which applies to
all traffic within a VLAN. We can use VACL to drop attacker
traffic to specific victims/servers) or implement Private
VLANs.ARP attack (like ARP poisoning/spoofing) is a type of
attack in which a malicious actor sends falsified ARP messages
over a local area network as ARP allows a gratuitous reply from
a host even if an ARP request was not received. This results in
the linking of an attacker's MAC address with the IP address of
a legitimate computer or server on the network. This is an
attack based on ARP which is at Layer 2.Dynamic ARP inspection
(DAI) is a security feature that validates ARP packets in a
network which can be used to mitigate this type of attack.
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